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Energy matters to this region, and housing matters to
energy
The West Midlands’ Energy Economy

~27M t CO2

‘Export’ sales

Supply-side

Manufacturing
Industries

£2.0bn
Local
energy
sector
£2.1bn

£0.96bn
£0.1bn
Annual energy
spend
£6.7bn

25-60,000 jobs

£0.54bn

Other
commercial and
industrial

£1.9bn

£6.6bn
Non-local
energy
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Demand-side

Regulation and infrastructure

Domestic

£3.3bn
Transport

Annual regional energy infrastructure
investment
£4.75bn (£3.25bn housing)

IMPACT
• Energy poverty
• Industrial energy
costs
• Climate change
• Economic
opportunities
which play to
local strengths

The West Midlands has a specific opportunity and need
• Devolution
• History
• Concentration of expertise
• Institutions
• Corporates

• Complementary needs and skills across the region
• Diversity is a virtue

• Loss of public sector capacity
• Willingness to work in partnership

We’re proposing an approach that fits our region
• Energy Innovation Zones as a framework – LA control and
governance
• Demand-driven, starting from local needs

• Commercial scale, beyond demonstrators
• Opportunity to flex regulations with managed risk
• Publicly-controlled regional support institution (Energy
Capital)
• Investment funding
• Devolved powers to EIZs
• Democratically-accountable

• Clear strategic targets
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Clear strategic targets are proposed
Objective

Proposed target

Reduced energy costs for our strategic industries

Equivalent or better than costs paid by German competitors
by 2023
This means delivering a typical 20-25% reduction, depending
on sector.

Reduced incidence of fuel poverty across our 1.7M
households (currently approximately 200,000
homes are in fuel poverty across the region)

Beat national government targets, by at least 5 years:

As many fuel poor households as practical in Band C homes
by 2025
As many fuel poor households as practical in Band D homes
or better by 2020

Deliver our share of national and global carbon
budgets

Reduce regional carbon emissions by 26% between 2016 and
2030

Create a regional energy infrastructure putting the
region at the leading edge of the global energy and
transport systems transition

£1bn GVA improvement by 2025 through EIZs and associated
cluster support and technology commercialisation.

Energy Capital will report into the WMCA but is driven
‘bottom up’

Governs and manages
growth deal; publicly
governed and business led,
like a LEP Board

WMCA
(Strategic Economic Planning Board)

Chair of Energy Capital Board sits on SEP Board
Reports into Economic Development Portfolio

Energy Capital Board

Supports establishment and
funding of EIZs, and
represented on governance,
but local LAs are in control of
the EIZs once established.

Energy Capital
Executive

Midlands Engine
BEIS Hubs etc

Full-time roles on WMCA/LEPs payroll,
reporting into WMCA structures

Local Energy Innovation Zone Partnership Boards
South
Coventry

Black
Country

Central
Birmingham

UK Central

EIZ Partnership Boards are democratically accountable to the relevant Local Authority.
They procure local energy infrastructure and energy systems innovations competitively and make
their own decisions on this to meet their local needs.
Energy Capital and the WMCA provide devolved powers, regulatory support, funding and expertise.

Working groups with
partners, dealing with:
• Regional energy
infrastructure
planning
• Innovation
• Economic
development,
incubation and
inward investment
• Energy costs
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Potential devolved powers: there is every opportunity for
the housing sector to get involved
• Control over Energy Company Obligation (ECO)
• Ability to invest in infrastructure ‘ahead of demand’ (where
localities control risks)
• EVs
• Housing

• Ability to allocate local infrastructure costs and risks strategically,
with democratic accountability
• Flexing of energy (and housing?) market governance to
incentivise strategic investments

• Housing energy efficiency
• District energy
• Storage and smart meters: digital platforms to support aggregators and
new business models

• Target is to leverage £500M investment funding
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High-level implementation timeline
2018

2019

April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May June

Mayor and Government

Agree recommendations
Allocate core funding
Devolve powers
Formally designate EIZs

West Midlands Combined
Authority

Establish new Energy Capital Board
Detail Growth Deal
Negotiate Growth Deal with Government
ECO and Growth Deal Support for EIZs
Growth Company Promotion
Identification of further EIZs

Individual Pilot EIZs

Establish local EIZ partnership boards
Detail investment cases

Approvals from OFGEM and BEIS
Pilot EIZs launched

Energy Systems Catapult

Refine EIZ model and roll out nationally
Capture learning and transfer best practice
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Feedback and comment is very welcome
Matthew Rhodes
matthew.rhodes@camirus.co.uk
enquiries@energycapital.org.uk
www.energycapital.org.uk
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